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Introduction: Almost all planetary surfaces are solid phases of crystalline minerals with

various textures of rocks [1, 2]. The main purpose of the present paper is to elucidate new

concept of solid surfaces mainly by impact growth processes through phase changes

among vapor, liquid and solid (called as VLS in this paper).

Summary: New concept of planetary, lunar and Asteroid surfaces is proposed by

impact growth process through changes of the three VLS states Target impact

materials are divided into impacts on wider hard rock and smaller soft rocks.
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Breccias of extraterrestrial samples: There are two types of size and texture in

terrestrial and extraterrestrial rocks which are usually neglected by using the present

bulk and micro- to nano-analyses as follows (Table 1) [3-8]:

1) Typical terrestrial standard rocks: Homogeneous texture (wider ranges to

km) solidified at the crustal magmatic melting for long Ma Earth’s time [2].

2) Extraterrestrial meteorites & the Apollo lunar samples: Breccias or broken

fragments (<centimeters) formed by impact growth during impact reaction.

Therefore, previous formation models of extraterrestrial compositions & crystal

properties have special limited conditions of water planet Earth [3-5].

Evidence of lunar rocks by porosity: The upper lunar-crust (anorthosite 15418)

with less density and higher porosity than interior mantle basalts (12051, 15555)

(by impact growth processes with higher carbon contents) [3, 5], compared with

the heterogeneous breccias (14303, 14321) [1].

Impact growth of terrestrial crust: Impact processes of many spherule glasses or

breccias are found on wider rocks of the Earth’s continents (30 vol.%) and on

ocean water (70 vol. %) as remnants of the VLS state changes (Table 2) [3, 5].

Impact growth of extraterrestrial breccias: Impact processes on porous

heterogeneous extraterrestrial samples (the Moon, Mars, Asteroids & primordial

Earth) are penetration as the underground fluids-gas with remnants of the local

VLS state changes including water molecules (OH or H2O)-bearing grains which

are found in the fine breccias, broken fragments and regolith soils (Table 2) [3-8].

Application of impact growth: Terrestrial impact growth processes which are

complicated due to broken by the continental shift process, can be classified by

impact circular-craters (the Barringer and Ries etc.) and impact broken-

structure (Sudbury and buried Takamatsu- Akiyoshi etc.) [3, 5]. Extraterrestrial

surfaces of waterless Moon and planets with void-rich texture of spoils and

breccias are applied for Mars (cf. NASA Curiosity’s data 2012) [3-8].

Table 1. Two types of Earth rocks & meteorites [7] .

1) Earth’s rocks: Bigger rocks (Ocean-magma)

2) Extraterrestrial rocks: Smaller rocks (Impact) . 

Table 2. Two types of impact target rocks .

1) Crust: Wider and hard rocks (water-Earth)

2) Breccias: Smaller soft rocks (Extraterrestrial) .
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Fig.1. Density, porosity and carbon contents of the lunar rocks of Mare basalt (left), anorthosite (middle) 

and breccias (right).
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